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Dragon strike puzzle rpg tier list

There are absolute tons of gacha games on mobile from dragon strike wiki. In fact, it may be the biggest genre on iOS and Android, with games featuring huge franchises such as Marvel, Disney and Star Wars. With so many choices, it can be difficult to know where to start. Especially for those who have
never played a gacha game. But that's where we come, with this list of the best gacha games mobile has to offer. Our list is pretty definitive because we're something of a genre expert with many hierarchical lists, reviews and guides on the biggest gacha games. We'll keep adding more games as we join
the gang, so it's a good idea to bookmark this page and check it out frequently. If it is more list that you are looking for, we need to put together the best iOS games and the best mobiles that we have to offer with the best Android games list. It also has a list of several genres, including the best mobile
RPG, the best mobile strategy game, and the best mobile rogue lizer. So let's take a look at the best gacha games. Best Gacha Game: AFK Arena It does not feature characters from huge franchises, like many of the options on this list, but AFK Arena is established as one of the best mobile gacha games
thanks mainly to its fairness to those who play for free. If you want to get started, check out our AFK Arena tier list and grab some AFK arena codes for free goodies. Another Eden, another Eden developed by classic JRPG talent that worked on things like Chrono Trigger, is the closest you can get to the
AAA Mobile Exclusive JRPG. Like afk arena, it also has very fair gameplay for those who play for free. Mixing the defense gameplay of the Old Knight Tower with the traditional gacha mechanics, Arknights offers something a little different to the mix. Before you start, check out our list of Arknights tiers.
Azur Lane combines RPG, bullet hell and naval warfare, and Azur Lane is certainly one of the more unique entries on this list. Rather than collecting characters, each collects a ship with its own statistics and skills. Bleach Brave Souls builds a party out of your favorite bleach characters in this hit action
RPG. The story is done with anime and there is PvP for those who want to compete with others. Date Live: Spirit Pledge One of the recent gacha games to hit Mobile, Date Live: Spirit Pledge is also based on the hit anime series. We've compiled a live date: Spirit Pledge Guide, Date Live: Spirit Pledge
Layer List, and Live: Spirit Pledge Code List for those who want to start live. Dragaria Lost Nintendo waved into the world of mobile gacha games with the brand new IP, Dragaria Lost. It is considered one of the more freely play-friendly options and features an action-packed combat system. Dragon Ball
Legend Despite pinning the threads of new characters Elm, Shallot and Dragon Ball LegendYou create a powerful party of your favorite characters from the history of the franchise. Epic Seven Art Style is epic seven's main attraction that pulls its influence from anime. There are also plenty of gameplay
options, from mazes to PvP battles to world boss modes. Exos Heroes One of the more visually appealing gacha games is Exos Heroes, which wouldn't look out of place on a console or PC. It also features a wide open world to explore, which is pretty unique for the genre. Fire Emblem Heroes Yet
another mobile gacha RPG by Nintendo, Fire Emblem Heroes brings together your favorite characters from the long-lasting Strategy RPG franchise. Gensin Impact It may look like a wild breath, but don't put it on the back end. Gen shin Impact is a visually stunning new gacha game that explores a wide
open world and challenges you to fight through dungeons and collect numerous characters in the game. Guardian Tales This gacha game plays like it was in 1991 and pulls liberal inspiration from the legend of Zelda: a link to the past. Explore dungeons, solve puzzles and recruit characters to join your
party. We're bringing together guardian tales tearlists, Guardian Tales update trackers, and Guardian Tales guides. Kingdom of Heroes This Gacha RPG is inspired by classic-beginning RPGs like Fire Emblem and Langrisser. But the visual style is all chipi, with adorable characters featuring huge heads.
If you're just starting out in the Kingdom of Heroes, check out our Heroes Kingdom hierarchy list. Load another absolutely amazing gacha RPG of heroes, Lord of Heroes feels all bit console quality JRPG. Start with the help of the Hero's Lord Guide, then move on to the Hero's Main Layer List. Marvel
Strike Force One of the best gacha games on Android and iOS must be Marvel Strike Force, which allows you to recruit your favorite superheroes like Spider-Man, The Hulk and Iron Man and create the ultimate team out of them. Pokémon Masters Yes, there is an official Pokemon Gacha game on
mobile. Pokémon Masters collects sync pairs that are a combination of your favorite trainers and Pokémon from the history of the franchise. Get a Pokémon Masters Guide, Pokémon Masters Tearlist, and Pokémon Masters Update Tracker to make game time easier. Play for free! Raid: Shadow Legends
The best gacha game list is arguably the biggest of them all, will you complete without Raid: Shadow Legend? Start our raid: Shadow Legend Guide then play it on the big screen with the help of our guide on how to play Raid: Shadow Legend on PC. The Seven Great Sins: Another anime that happens in
the great cross popular anime universe, The Seven Great Sins: Grand Cross is absolutely amazing. If you're a fan of anime, thisMust be played. Summoners War The best gacha game list would definitely be completed without the game that started it all, Summoners War. It now shows its age, but the
summons war has lay the groundwork for many of the games on this list. Crestria's story based on the popular Tales series, Crestria's Story brings together your favorite characters from the history of the series. We have crestria reviews for those interested and a list of crestria layer stories. Tom Clancy's
Elite Squad, which take on popular characters from Ghost Recon, Rainbow Six, Sprinter Cell and Division, is certainly one of the more interesting options. It also features interesting spins in autoplay. Start tom clancy's elite squad hierarchy list, Tom Clancy's Elite Squad Guide, and Tom Clancy's Elite
Squad Review. Illusion Connection This real-time strategy game has all over 50 playable characters with unique statistics and moving sets. With a gorgeous anime art style, team building makes every fight feel different. Before you begin, check out illusion connect hierarchy lists and illusion connect
codes. There are several Final Fantasy Gacha games on Final Fantasy Brave Exvius Mobile, but Brave Exvius is one of the best. With loads of recognizable faces from previous Final Fantasy titles, fun turn-based combat, and loads of special events, you won't run out of things to do. Puzzles and Dragon's
Tearlist Th Clip Empires Puzzle Quest Quest Tips Cheat Strategy Guide 9 Tips Crash Fever Guide Red Unit Tearist Mobile Game Unit Red Ahoek Arena Hale Red Heroes Tearist Dragon Strike Puzzle Empire Puzzle RPG Quest by Small Giant Game Count Ios United Review Steam Quest Dragon World
Quest Dragon Strike Puzzle RPG Beginner Team Tips YouTube Best PC Pcmag Com CloverGames'Lord of Heroes load by Games 2019 Lab Test Review continues to remain among the top RPGs in both Apple's App Store and Google Play Store. Packed with immersive stories, huge content, exciting



gameplay, stunning anime-style graphics and dramatic skill cut scenes, The Lord of Heroes has everything RPG lovers want in the game. The success of all strategic RPGs can be attributed to the overall combination of story, graphics and gameplay, but an integral part of turn-based strategy RPG is
centered around characters. Despite the goals of all game developers, in order to maintain a balanced roster of heroes in any game, some units simply stand out, so you have to categorize them into layers. However, in most cases, these layers are not permanent, given that characters can always be
subject to changes in future updates. Similarly, the introduction of new characters and game modes that seek different applicability of each hero's traits and skills can cause a change in the overall usefulness of everyone. Like all other hierarchical lists,As a list of other tiers you can find outside of the level
winners, our main layer list of heroes is highly opinioned. Expected and the ranking of each hero differs from all other layer lists as well as the personal opinions of each player. Despite our best efforts and multiple accounts, we have not yet widely used each of the characters in their maximum capacity
and take into account their statistics and skills and rely heavily on most performance in different game modes. Similarly, such a layer list should consider heroes individually. Given that The Lord of Heroes offers team-based gameplay, simply lumping the best heroes together doesn't guarantee you victory.
Similarly, some heroes may not get the appreciation they deserve if they don't take advantage of it with a team that does the most of their abilities. So identifying hero roles and great game modes is just the first step in finding the right team for the job. Related: Lord of the Heroes Beginner's Guide: Tips,
Cheats &amp; Strategies Dominate each game mode at the end, as well as note that heroes we thought within the same layer are considered equal in terms of overall value. Lord of heroes S grade heroes These are heroes that should remain as your top priority in investing if you have them in your
collection. Most of these heroes can only be obtained through contracts or cash shops, but some may be more accessible over time. In any case, each hero is unique yet useful at the same time, so the only reason not to invest in any of these heroes is if something better comes together that is suitable for
your party's needs. Aslan [Noble Vanguard - Earth - Warrior] Aslan is one of the heroes of the game that you want your team through all game modes. His value extends far beyond self-survival and can influence the fight to benefit the rest of his teammates. He has decent combat speed as well on top of
great overall stats. Graviton Slash starts with a 60% chance to reduce the attack power of the enemy it hits. The call to arms is an exceptional support skill that not only increases the attacking power of all Hello Allies, but also fills a 35% action gauge. Mountain Crusher is a burst skill that further enhances
the value of aslan by ignoring the target's defense statistics. Aslan's passive skills can increase his attack power and also increase damage to Mizumoto Nice. Johann [Battle Cleric – Fire - Clergy] Battle Cleric Johann is certainly a more attractive version than the lighter elements that greet every new
player in the game, this version of The Bank of Johann on critical hit rates and significant damage that supports the team, as opposed to the traditional support type that provides healing to allies. Dual strike can give Johan HP regen for two turns if it lands a critical hitSpecifies a target. Luminous Slash is
an AoE attack with a base 50% chance to increase his ally's critical hit rate and significant damage for two turns. In addition, this will heal allies in proportion to the damage inflicted if they deal a significant blow to the enemy. Johann's burst skill, Exelion Ballage, provides an indomitable buff that increases
his damage for the turn. Even better, when Johann hits critically with Eclyon Barrage, he becomes invincible while the indomitable buff is active. Johann's receiving bodies include reduced damage from water element attacks and, of course, critical hit rate boosts. Joshua [Gifted Psychokinetic – Water -
Sniper] In addition, another hero built to be exceptional in all game modes, this version of Joshua can not only pack a lot of damage, but also tilt the balance between buff and debuff throughout the playing field. The resynx Kinesis starts with a 70% chance of removing one of the latest buffs on his target.
The higher order, on the other hand, fills the action gauges of all allies and removes two of the latest debuffs to them. Gravity Tempest is a powerful single target burst skill that fills Joshua's action gauge by 50%. Despite his low defensive stats as a sniper, his passive defensive boost includes another that
further increases his damage output. Chrome [Lightning Blade – Water – Guardian] Top choice for your first contract, Lightning Blade Chrome can very much help carry your team through story mode and as you invest more in his speed passive he becomes more powerful and among the best candidates
for all the other content .CycloneFlurry The chrome speed depends on the damage done and upgraded, it will be a great burst gauge filler. Combat Prep fills the action gauges of all 40% allies for starters and gives them a healthy regener for turns as well. Dimensional cutting is like a stronger AoE version
of Cyclone Fralee. More speed means more damage output from this burst skill, and as you invest in upgrading it, the damage increases even more. Chromium receiving includes fire elemental attacks and reduced damage to speed boosters. Leyleigh [Beloved Leader of Paradise - Earth - Striker] The
Earth Element Ryleigh is a striker who continues to grow stronger as the battle intensifies. She already has excellent attack statistics first and, unsurprisingly, becomes even more powerful with all skill upgrades. Dragonfang increases her critical hit damage by 10% in the same wave of enemies and
becomes stronger for PvP and raids. Gail Volley can further increase his two-turn critical hit rate with an AoE attack. The raging wind storm is an AoE attack that can increase her attack power for the next two turns if it lands a significant hit. Her passive skills include reducing damage from water element
attacks and increasing critical hit damage. Lelay [Dragonkin's Daughter – Fire - Warrior] All debuffer suitable for any team in all game modes, this version of Lyleigh may not deal much damage, but can definitely provide greatto her allies as long as they undermine the other team. Dragons fangs start with
a 70% chance to reduce the target's defence for the turn. Flame Volley is a decent damaging AoE attack with a 60% chance of reducing enemy resistance for turns. Raging Firestorm is another powerful AoE attack packed with an 80% chance of reducing the action gauge of all enemy units by 20%.
Lyleigh's passive person can increase both her attack and extra damage, so you can build her up to grow most heroes in terms of damage output. Lafraes [Gifted Shia – Earth – Warrior] La Praes is a warrior who can increase survivability, have excellent damage potential, and stun enemies. Like most
heroes in the top tier, he is more than a viable candidate in all game modes. Solar Sting not only has an amazing 50% target, but also gives Lapraes a reach buff for turning. Upgrades increase the probability by 10% and extend the duration of another turn. It starts with a 5-turn cooldown period, but Vortex
Drive can give him extra turns and upgrade further to reduce the cooldown by up to 2 turns. Destiny launches are AoE attacks that can increase damage based on the enemy's increased maximum health. It will also boost La Flaez's defense for the next two turns. Rumi [Lumina Reel - Water - Warrior]
Speed has always been a key factor in turn-based combat, and this version of Lumie offers the speed advantage of your combat. In addition to reducing enemy action gauges and speeding up yourself, Lumie can also let enemies sleep. Frost Strike is a basic attack that starts with an 80% chance to
increase her own speed for a turn. Aichikuru Dance has a cooldown period of 5 turns at level 1, but can be upgraded to reduce cooldown time. Beyond AoE damage, there is also an 80% chance of reducing the enemy's action gauge by 20%. Glacier Rush is another AoE attack that reduces the
opponent's action gauge by 20%. In addition, there is a 60% chance of giving sleep to the enemy as well. Lumie's passive person can do her extra health and damage. 9 [Catalyst for Change - Earth - Striker] This version of Nine may seem a little behind in terms of general statistics, but his ability to make
up for it more than makes up for it. Nimble Slash gives him a reach buff for turns and the effect can be even longer through upgrades along with more damage. Shadow Vanishment is an AoE attack that guarantees a 20% reduction in action gauges and a 20% chance of increasing the action gauge by
20% against enemies. Bladestrom is also an AoE attack that not only boosts Nine's attack but also provides him with a shield for the turn. Passive skills can increase nine damage and critical hit ratios. Olivia [Hargaryn's Sniper – Light – Striker] Olivia is a unique striker who can provokeIt has burst skills
that heal itself, cause damage equivalent to the amount of HP lost, and ignore the target's defenses. Her starting attack stats are already terrifying and she can further increase her damage output with one passive and some skill effects. Shell shots are packed with life reach and the best part of the skill is
that it increases the damage more HP Olivia loses. Flash Bomb is an AoE attack that comes with a 60% chance of taunting the target for a turn. This skill may be suitable for parents, but Olivia's basic skills work great alongside this. Precision Sniper is a very powerful single target burst skill that ignores
the target's defenses. It also comes with a buff that takes full advantage of her taunting skills and damages enemies attacking Olivia. Passive can increase Olivia's damage to the enemies of dark elements and her health. Rosanna [Mermaid's Elect - Fire - Striker] This version of Rosanna is a striker who
supports her own team with a speed boost that starts very well, given that survival is a very important trait that any team needs to have a good measure of. Rosanna can squeeze into almost any team across all game modes of Hero Lord. Dolphin Reep is an excellent basic attack that has an 80% chance
to increase her speed. Boone of the Sea throws away the shield of the entire team that depends on Rosanna's attack. Her burst skill, The Argonut Slam, is an AoE attack that can heal her in proportion to the damage she deals. Her passive she further increases her attack and damage to water element
types. Rosanna [Kalecchian Pirate Queen – Dark - Guardian] Still an equally powerful version of Rosanna, this one sports more defenses and is a protector. Can cause enemies. Dolphin Reep deals damage based on the enemy's current health. Boone of the Sea fills in 35% of the party's action gauge
and gives Rosanna a counterattack buff for the turn. The Aargonault Slam is an AoE attack that starts with a 60% chance of provoking a target. Given the challenge of forming a Lord A grade hero full party for Heroes and winning enough S-grade heroes considering the synergy of the team as well, you
are most likely to rely on some or more A-tier heroes to fill in while you wait for your chance to secure something better. Heroes in this layer are not bad at all and can be very useful throughout the game over most of its content. Not only are each definitely worth the investment, but there are also some that
rival the S-listers in some aspects of the game. Aleph [Dackeon's Heir – Fire - Striker] This version of Aleph is another hero banked on critical hits, so her incarnation doesn't contribute to increasing her significant hit chances, but she can heal herself and ignore enemy defenses. One of her notable perks
comes with her basic attack, reverse slash.Extra turns each time you deal enough damage to kill an enemy. This can be done more than once. Ignis Buster is an AoE attack that can heal Aleph if she lands a critical hit, and her ultimate Deatchscythe ignores the target's defenses if it lands a critical hit as
well. Aleph's passive person can increase her health and damage. This version of Aleph [Sian Stormer – Water – Warrior] Can be specialized in dealing with maximum HP increases and damage to enemies, she is probably far from the front-runner in PvP combat, but will definitely be useful in narrative
chapters and raids. Reverse Slash increases Aleph's survival rate and comes with a life reach. Ignis Buster is an AoE attack that can handle up to 5x damage based on an enemy's maximum HP increase. Both of Aref's passive contribute to increasing her survival rate with more health and better defense.
Aleph [Letiakas Mercenary Captain - Earth - Guardian] It seems that you can't ignore the third edition of Alev in this layer, as it provides great support to any team in all game modes. Reverse slashes boost the action gauges of allies with the highest attack values. Ignis Buster, on the other hand, not only
damages AoE, but also produces a two-turn shield for her and allies with the lowest health. Death causes damage to AoE as well, and a healthy rigen buff that can be offered to the team for two turns provides a great piece in any fight. Charlotte [Terrick Spiritmanser – Earth – Clergy] One of the starting
characters you have on your team, this version of Charlotte is worth every bit of investment because you can later rely on her to keep your team alive even with difficult content. Single target healing and AoE healing make her value, and the damage reduction she can impose on enemy units is an added
bonus that further enhances her value. Spirit Strike is a basic attack that has value for a 50% chance of starting to reduce the attack power of the target. Mystic Aid is a single target heel based on Charlotte's power and can also increase ally action gauges by 50%. The spirit hymn is a powerful AoE
healing based on her attacks as well and comes with a shield for everyone proportional to Charlotte's greatest health lasting two turns. It includes her passive defenses and reduced damage from fire element attacks. First Archie - Fire- Sniper This version of La Plaes focuses on leaving enemy units
instead of inflicting raw damage. Solar Sting can fill his action gauge by 20% which allows him to do more action in the fight. Vortex Drive is a single target attack that has an 80% chance of removing recent buffs from the target. It also gives La Fraes a two-turn shield proportional to his maximum HP. The
Fire of Destiny is an AoE attack that ensures that the critical hit rate of the enemy team is lowered. It comes with an 80% chance as well as a 60% chance of reducing as well to reduce their significant damage2 turns. One of his passives further increases his debuff rate. Meylin [Temperance's Shamanes –
Light - Sniper] Maylin may not have an impressive set of stats at first, but her kit will make her a great supporting character throughout all game modes. A great amount of healing, regenering of health, and extra turn chances are always good to have on any team. First, her basic skill, the Sflower Talisman,
can heal allies by 10% of attacks if it lands a significant hit. Shaman Flare is an AoE attack that gives allies a healthy rigen buff for a turn. God's Call is also an AoE attack that allows an extra turn to be activated continuously, but can give her an extra turn if she kills an enemy. Her passive boost damage
to light element units with her critical hit rate. Mikhail [Lone Ranger - Dark - Sniper] As one of the heroes who join you early on, Mikhail is another character worth investing in from start to finish. He has critical hit stats and skills to boost his attack through decent attack and increased speed and reduced
enemy action gauges. Twin shots are a basic attack of a single target that depends on Mikhail's speed. Raven Rush works the same way, but gives him a speed boost for the next two turns. His burst skill, Dire Eclipse, is a powerful AoE attack that starts with an 80% chance of reducing the enemy's 15%
action gauge. Passive can further improve Mikhail's critical hit rate and increase damage output to light element units. 9 [Subject #9 - Water - Warrior] This version of The Nine is a warrior that fit the role of the tank. He can provoke, provide a shield for himself, and also heal. The nimble slash follows for
the turn, granting nine shields based on his attacking power. Shadow Vanishment is an AoE attack that starts with a 40% chance of provoking all enemies. You can upgrade to have a 60% chance at level 5. Blade Storm is a powerful AoE attack that heals the Nines based on the damage he deals. One of
his passives can further increase his attack power, and the other increases his defenses against earth elemental sources. Olivia [Coastal Warden - Water – Sniper] Coastal Warden Olivia has a very simple kit that can be easily managed across all game modes and allies. Shell shots can reach some HP
from enemies if they run as successful critical hits. Flash bombs are AoE attacks that start with a 50% chance of reducing enemy defenses. Her burst skills, precision sninging, are a powerful single target skill that will increase her attack power for the next two turns. Schneider [Gentle Knight - Water -
Striker] Still Schneider's best version, Gentle Knight Schneider is a great debuffer that shows decent overall statistics as well, ally he starts with only three stars. Brave Bash starts with a 60% chance of removing the recent buff from his target. Spin Attack is a decent AoE attack that has an 80% chance of
reducing the action gaugeBy 15%. Finally, his burst skill, Valeant Charge, can fill his action by 50% with an initial cost of 3 spirits. Further upgrades can reduce costs to 2 and make the most of his action gauge as well. Passive increases the statistics and damage of his attacks on earth's elemental units.
Vanessa [Heir to the Fallen Kingdom - Water - Clergy] This is who we consider as the best version of Vanessa, especially for the role of clergyman. Self-healing, AoE heels, and AoE's resurgence made her a valuable member of any team in all game modes, and one of her passive ones included a
defense boost across the board, we consider her for the top tier. The melody of passion heals Vanessa based on the damage it deals. The Melody of Salvation heals all allies based on her attacking powers and also gives them a reach buff for the next two turns. Battlefield symphonies make mass revivals
with healing in proportion to Vanessa's defense. Her passive person can increase the earth's elemental attacks and defenses against her attack values. Vanessa [Noble Royalty – Fire - Clergy] Another version of Vanessa almost as good, Noble Royalty Vanessa has a unique buff that gives AoE healing
and invincibility as well. Melody Salvation can boost the team's defense for two turns and is a healing for AoE based on her defense as well. Battleground Symphony is an AoE based on Vanessa's greatest health, giving the team invincibility for the next turn. Her passive skills can further increase her
defenses and reduce damage taken from water elemental attacks. Walther [Bain of Tyrant - Earth - Guardian] Finally, for our A-listers, at least, is the tyrant's Bain Walther. He is a protector with very strong defensive abilities and can taunt and fill action gauges for teams as well. Mirage Slash increases
your defenses when attacking enemies. Lightning Burst is an AoE attack that starts with a 60% chance of provoking an enemy. Heavenly Judgment is an AoE attack that fills your team's action gauge by 20% because upgrades can further increase damage. His passiveness allows him to further increase
his defense statistics and increase damage to water element units. Walther [Isoran Romantic – Water – Striker] We haven't tested this character in the field yet, but we can assume it based on his stats and skill set that fits his other versions in this layer. He may be a little hard to use with damage scaling
chained from lower health and increased speeds, but if fully available, it can cause significant damage. His basic attack, Mirage Slash, is damaging, dependent on his current speed. Lightning Burst is an AoE attack that gives him a two-turn buff, increasing his speed by 6% every time 10% of his HP is lost.
Heavenly Judgment is an AoE burst skill that deals damage based on his speed. his passive he can get him more speed as well. Hero Lord B Grade Hero The hero under this layer deserves enough praise to invest, but onlyLimited range. Especially consider them just for the lack of better heroes to play
the necessary roles in the team. Some of these heroes are comparable to higher tier ones in some game modes as far as overall value is concerned, but the utility is pale. Astrid [Free Spirit – Water - Warrior] This version of Astrid is a viable competitor in PvP with a focus on single target damage. Hit it! It's
great to have her goal even with a low 35% chance of surprise. Astrid [Old Soul – Fire – Striker] Old Soul Astrid is also a powerful single target damage dealer. One of her moves is great to allow you to increase her speed even further, but she's rather too easy and doesn't have to affect all her skills. -
Darahan [Revenge Warrior - Dark - Warrior] This is who we consider the only plausible version of Dhurahan. He can self-heal and petrifie enemies and ignore target defenses with his bursting skills. Another plus is that he is a dark elemental unit. If his passive skills supported it, the reliance on both normal
attack and active skills for critical hits would have been good. Fram [Stu Out Defender – Water - Guardian] Fulham is one of your starting heroes in the game and she may impress you with previous fights, but there are a lot of better guardians in the layers above. She has all the game modes as a go and
it's worth investing in points. Defense reduction, attack reduction, Stan is one of her kits, and both passives can increase her defense capabilities. Helga [Legendary Dragon Knight - Water - Striker] This version of Helga is also the one we consider the best of the bunch and a decent all-rounder as far as
stories, PvP and raids are concerned. Her basic skills, hydra hunting, give her the ability to reach in life to increase her own survival rate in battle. Both active skills start with a 30% chance of sap damage. Johann [Galant Knight - Light - Warrior] Another starting member of your team, Gallant Knight
Johann is full enough to do well across all of the game modes in hero Lor. His basic skills have a 45% chance of taunting the target. Luminous Slash is a decent AoE attack that has a 50% chance of reducing the attacking power of the enemy while his burst skill, Excelion Barrage, increases his own
attacking and defensive values for the next two turns. Joshua [Imperial Commander – Fire – Striker] As a hero that can be gained after capturing the Garth Empire in normal mode and spending 500,000 fames, this version of Joshua is a decent support unit to use in all game modes as well. The reiko
kinesis starts with a 70% chance of reducing the target's action gauge by 20%. High levels give allies temporary invincibility and increased attack power. His burst skill, Gravity Tempest, has an 80% chance of lowering both attack and defenseof the enemy. This version of Chrome [Crimson Lightning – Fire
– Warrior] Chrome works just as well in PvP, as higher layer heroes do, and can do well in story battles as well. This also leaves him with a 10% chance of ignoring the target's defense. Both of his active skills give him an extra turn, but it allows him to block healing for other enemies as well, so can still be
an important strategic element in the fight. One of the biggest drawbacks of having him is the presence of better choices from the contract. Lucilica [Wise Dignity – Earth - Striker] An excellent selection of heroes for raids, this version of Lucilicka can self-heal, damage based on her health and protect
herself for two turns, intensely increase her survival rate in combat. If her passive person boosts her health and there are no better heroes that can be adopted in contracts, we will probably consider her a higher layer. Lumie [Crimson Snow Sentinel – Fire - Sniper] Crimson Snow Sentinel Me banks on
giving critical hits, but the effect of her skills is enough on its own, even if she fails to land a critical hit. Definitely a great crime and support character at the same time. Frost Strike has a 60% chance to reduce the target's attack power for the turn and will boost Lumie's offense if it lands a critical hit. ●
Aochikul Dance starts with a 40% chance of stun the enemy on hit, and reduces the action gauge of each target by 20% for critical hits. Her burst skill, Glacier Rush, is another AoE attack that has a 60% chance of lowering the defenses of enemy units. Enemy defenses are also ignored when landing
critical hits. Maylin [Harmony's Shamanes – Earth - Striker] Harmony Maylin's Shamanes is worth recruiting if you have an extra 3,000 crystals that you can't put into better use, and if you need another powerful unit for PvP combat. Safrathalisman starts with an 80% chance to increase her speed.
Shaman Flare is an AoE attack that fills all allies' action gauges by 10%. Her burst skills may be better, but an AoE attack with a 40% chance of causing sap damage in two stacks can have as well. Again, she is an excellent unit for PvP, but with better options. Olivia [Gifted Markswoman – Earth – Sniper]
is a free unit that you can recruit after logging into the game for 7 days, Olivia is a decent unit that focuses on slowing down enemies and can have extra turns as well. Shellshots are guaranteed a 20% reduction in action gauges to target enemies. Flash bombs are AoE attacks that start with a 50%
chance of slowing down the enemy for a turn. Precision sniper can give her an extra turn once if it kills the target. Schneider [Courageous Knight – Fire – Striker] This version of the great Schneider has in raids has increased survival thanks to the life reach granted by his basicActive skills. Valiant Charge
is an okay burst skill that gives him thorn buffs, damaging anything that attacks him for turns. Vanessa [Princess of Ardanne - Light - Clergy] This version of Vanesa is also an excellent choice for PvP clergy and is enough for all other content. Her basic skills, passion melody, come with a 50% chance to
heal allies based on the damage she deals and reduce her target's attacks. The Melody of Salvation provides the team with one turn of invincibility and increases their attacking value for the next two turns. The Battlefield Symphony is AoE's healing that relies on her greatest HP. It also comes with a team
health regeneration and lasts 2 turns. These are the things we consider to be at the bottom of the well, so that Lord C Grade Heroes of Heroes always has fewer heroes on any tier list. By the way, they are not complete garbage. Given that other heroes are suitable for each role and the limitations of the
resources required to enhance each hero in the collection, some must be ignored for efficiency. Some of these heroes may work well enough in game mode or even in a couple, but everyone else can do their part more effectively. Astrid [Blade Blade Fighter – Earth – Sniper] Charlotte [Tidal Spirit Manser
– Water – Cleric] Dhurahan [Literary Legend – Fire – Warrior] Dhurahan [Noble Scion – Earth – Guardian] Helga [Dragon Hunter – Dark - Warrior] Helga [Wilm Fire Night – Fire - Warrior] Gunitary – Water – Sniper Lumier [Warden of Calamity – Earth – Guardian] Maylin [Balance Shamanes – Fire -
Sniper] Nine [Synthetic Soldier - Dark - Sniper] Schneider [Noble Knight – Earth - Warrior] Zaira [Sable Tempest – Fire - Guardian] and Complete the Lord Tearlist of Heroes, we certainly hope that the selection of heroes and the way we group them has provided you with enlightenment on what is worth
adopting and investing in. This hierarchical list was written using version 1.0.092203 of the game, so each hero's skills and stats may be adjusted in a future update. Similarly, we are confident that not only will new heroes and new versions of existing characters join the growing roster load of Heroes, but
new content may also be introduced challenging the versatility and overall strength of each hero. Remember that your progression and performance in your adventure is not related to how many S-listers you have on your team, but how each of these heroes rides with each other. Again, we welcome and
accept identifying opinions on all aspects of our tier list, so don't hesitate to share them with us through the comments section if you want to share your views on each hero, especially the relative considerations within the favorites and tier list! section!
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